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Local Government and Communities Committee 

Call for Views on the Period Products (Free Provision) (Scotland) Bill 

Submission from Unite the Union Scotland 

Introduction 

Unite has been at the forefront of campaigning for sanitary products to be available at 
no cost in workplaces and public buildings so that women and girls can have period 
dignity.  By making changes in our workplaces, our places of education, and in society, 
women and girls will be able to have a positive period knowing that they are able to 
access sanitary products. Having a period is natural and should not be a source of 
awkwardness or embarrassment for anyone. Period products and period dignity 
should be a right regardless of income. 

The Scottish Government’s commitment to fund period products in education through 
a £5.2 million investment is welcome. However periods don’t stop when you leave 
school. They can go on for another 30+ years after you leave school and can continue 
to be an expense and inconvenience throughout the menopause. This is why this Bill 
is so important. Unite fully supports the free provision of period products across the 
economy; in schools, libraries, workplaces, public buildings, hospitals, restaurants, 
theatres, libraries, shops. The list is endless. Basically, in facilities where you would 
usually be confident in finding toilet paper, you should be confident in finding free to 
use period products. 

We recognise that there is a push to get these products into public spaces and this is 
a welcome step forward. However Unite would wish to see the availability of period 
products replicated into industry and commerce. 

Question 1. The Bill has been brought forward partly in response to concerns about 
"period poverty" - difficulty in being able to afford period products. Do you think period 
poverty is a serious issue in Scotland? Please provide any relevant information you 
may have to support your views.   

Yes, Unite does believe that period poverty is an issue for many women in Scotland 
particularly those on low incomes. "That time of the month" can be inconvenient and 
embarrassing for many women and girls. Yet it shouldn't be. For too long, women and 
men have shied aware from talking about periods. Unite believes that, by changing 
perceptions, we can tackle some of the wider issues around periods. We want access 
to sanitary products in the workplace and schools to be as normal as having access 
to things such as toilet roll. 

However the stigma remains and for some women that embarrassment is about being 
caught out as menstruation can happen without warning. However for others it is about 
an inability to afford the cost of purchasing period products.  
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The stigma of period poverty is evident from reports by the Trussell Trust.1 They state 
that:  

“Feminine hygiene products are provided ten times more often in response 
to a volunteer’s question than an individual’s request, highlighting stigma 
surrounding ‘period poverty’.” 

One manager of a food bank reported: 

“Once we had a referral for delivery to a family with 4 children 3 with ages 
between 11 and 15, sanitary products were requested and we asked how 
many of the children were girls, the reply was all of them.... that's a fair cost 
3 girls and mum all requiring hygiene products could be in the region of £15-
£20 per month, every month and if on low income budget can be quite 
restrictive.” 

Question 2. Do you support the overall aim of the Bill - that no one in Scotland 
should have to pay for period products and that this should be set out in law? 

Yes. Unite firmly believes that sanitary products are not a luxury item and that they 
should be made available in workplaces, educational institutions, restaurants, public 
buildings. Basically anywhere where toilet facilities exist. Periods are not a choice 
women make and women should therefore not face an additional financial burden 
due to our body’s natural processes. 

Unite launched it’s Period Dignity campaign to break the stigma around periods. The 
multi-strand campaign is demanding that women and girls have period dignity and is 
calling for sanitary products to be made available in the workplace and places of 
education. The campaign is also calling for the UK Government to deliver on its 
commitment to remove VAT on sanitary products as a non-essential ‘luxury’ item as 
soon as possible. 

Unite believes that by making changes in our workplaces, places of education and in 
society, women and girls will be able to have a positive period resulting in positive 
outcomes, safe in the knowledge that they are able to access sanitary products. 

Question 3. The Scottish Government already has a scheme for free period 
products across schools, colleges and universities. Some public bodies also provide 
free products voluntarily. Do you have any experience of such schemes? If so, do 
they seem to you to be effective? 

Unite is aware of a number of schemes that are providing free period products in 
Scotland. 

North Ayrshire Council led the way by becoming the first council in the UK to make 
period products available to girls and women in all of its public buildings, including 

                                            
1 https://www.trusselltrust.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2017/12/Non-food-provision-in-The-Trussell-
Trust-Network-in-Scotland.pdf  

https://www.trusselltrust.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2017/12/Non-food-provision-in-The-Trussell-Trust-Network-in-Scotland.pdf
https://www.trusselltrust.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2017/12/Non-food-provision-in-The-Trussell-Trust-Network-in-Scotland.pdf
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schools, libraries, community centres and public offices. The ground breaking 
initiative aims to address the growing issue of ‘period poverty’ which sees women 
and girls across the country use unsuitable items, or nothing at all, to manage their 
period simply because they cannot afford the proper products.  It was reported that 
some women were forced to use makeshift sanitary wear including newspaper and 
socks in place of sanitary towels and tampons because of financial difficulty. 

Unite represents members across both the public and private sectors and was 
inspired by the work done by North Ayrshire Council in delivering period dignity. We 
looked at this initiative as proof that it could be rolled out across other councils and 
sectors.  Through campaigning we have had results in a number of companies with 
various levels of success.   

One example is at Glasgow Airport. Management at the airport have committed, on 
the back of an industrial dispute that took place during mid-2019, to provide period 
dignity to women using the toilet facilities at the airport. The roll out of making 
sanitary products available in toilets has recently started. However this action needs 
to continue and be extended widely across the campus, as at present only one staff 
toilet has been included in the roll out. Unite will continue to work with airport 
management to continue this to ensure the initiative is extended for all toilets on site. 

Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) were approached by Unite to put in place period 
products across the bank. However the bank has chosen not to participate at this 
point. Unite does not see this as cost prohibitive for the bank and will continue to 
discuss this issue with the Bank to ensure workers and visitors have period dignity 
while at work.  

Unite played a major role in addressing period poverty at West College Scotland 
(WCS).  Unite representatives together with the Assistant Principal, Student Life and 
Skills and others, implemented a period dignity campaign on campus. This was prior 
to the Scottish Government initiative to extend access to sanitary products across 
the education sector. The rep involved in pushing the agenda within WCS had come 
across the issue at another trade union event, STUC Women’s conference, where 
the issue was on the agenda. From this she then had a discussion with the Principal 
to work collectively with the Senior Management Team to bring positive 
changes. The initiative is now supported through additional Scottish Government 
funding and has enabled free products to be available in all toilets.   

In construction Unite has been instrumental in pushing employers to make sanitary 
products available at offices and building sites. Following our campaign both City 
Building and Mears now have free sanitary products available in women’s toilets. 
This is a huge step forward in encouraging women into considering a career in the 
construction industry. 

This was possible through a campaign organised by Unite on period dignity in the 
workplace specifically targeting the construction industry. Unite carried out an online 
survey of women workers in the sector which included questions on a number of 
issues related to health and wellbeing. 
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One of the major issues the survey identified was the lack of welfare facilities, 
particularly the need for clean toilets, the supply of feminine hygiene bins and sanitary 
products as well as shower facilities. 

One respondent to the survey gave a graphic account of her frustrations on trying to 
use a women’s toilet on a construction site.  She said:  

“Toilets for females are a basic requirement but are usually locked. You 
have to seek the key from someone so by the time you find the person, 
usually male, with the key and after asking several people, also usually 
male, half the site now know you want to use the loo and when you open 
the door it is usually being used as a storage facility.” 

Following the survey Unite set up a four point campaign which included sanitary bins 
being provided, cleaned and emptied regularly, and sanitary products provided free to 
workers. It also demanded that every construction site or depot has a designated 
female toilet that is accessible, regularly cleaned and lockable and that something as 
basic as hand-washing facilities, running water and soap are provided. As too often 
toilets on construction sites don’t have these basic requirements available.  

Unite has also been made aware of free products displayed in restaurants, pubs, 
hotels and even at football grounds. In Scotland Celtic FC has introduced free period 
products and in England, West Ham and Liverpool are other clubs that recognises 
the needs of its women supporters. 

It should also be noted that Unite is walking the walk on this issue by providing sanitary 
products in its own toilets, to staff and visitors, at no cost. We are calling on employers 
to do likewise and follow their lead. 

Question 4. The Bill would allow the Scottish Government to require organisations 
other than schools and colleges to provide free period products. Do you support 
this? If so, what other organisations should be legally made to provide free products? 

Yes. Unite sees sanitary products as a necessity and therefore fully supports the 
case for making free period products available in all toilets in all organisations. It is 
unlikely that we would consider bringing our own toilet paper to work just in case the 
toilet we were using didn’t have any. Why then are women required to carry feminine 
hygiene products around to take account of a natural bodily function?  

The Unite campaign is therefore simple. We are asking our reps to ask employers to 
provide sanitary products in their toilets for staff and visitors to use; to display Period 
Dignity posters where they work to highlight the Unite campaign to ensure that VAT 
is removed; and to ask colleagues to sign the Unite petition calling for the 
Government to stand by their commitment to remove VAT. It is a case of, if you don’t 
ask, you don’t get. 

Having a period is a natural process that should never be a source of awkwardness. 
Unite believes that by changing perceptions and breaking the stigma, we can tackle 
some of the wider issues around periods. 
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We also want to see time called on the unjust situation where sanitary products are 
considered a luxury item and have VAT charged on them, yet a luxury cream cake is 
considered essential and is VAT free. It’s high time that the UK Government delivered 
on its commitment to remove VAT on all sanitary products as soon as possible. 

Unite is hopeful that the Government views the chancellor’s commitment to fund free 
period products in education in England, as a first step in making sanitary products 
freely available at no cost across all public buildings in the UK and ensure that the 5% 
VAT applied to sanitary products as a ‘luxury’ item,  is removed as soon as possible. 

By making changes in our workplaces, our places of education and in society, women 
and girls will be able to have a positive period knowing that they are able to access 
sanitary products easily. 

Question 5. The Bill requires the setting up of a scheme for making free period 
products available. Do you have any views on what elements a scheme should 
include? In answering this question, you might want to take account of factors such 
as the importance of privacy, accessibility, value for money and the environment. 

As mentioned earlier it is important to have fully accessible and equipped facilities for 
women to access period products. Not to do so denies women dignity and as this 
can affect around 50 per cent of the population it should not be denied purely based 
on cost.  Therefore the reference to ‘value for money’ is difficult to measure. It may 
be assumed that with period dignity comes improved work or school absence levels, 
or perhaps improved productivity. However we should consider quantifying this more 
as a moral and progressive measurement within a  broad-minded and advanced 
society. 

Question 6. Do you have any other comments you wish to make about the Bill? 

This is an extremely important Bill. It is important that we change perceptions around 
menstruation and show how we want Scotland to be perceived. By legislating for 
period dignity through the provision of free period products we are not only saving 
millions of women the embarrassment that can result in having a period while not 
having access to products, but it will also allow women and girls the opportunity to 
have dignity during menstruation without it interrupting education or work. Scotland 
would be leading the way in showing menstruation should not be a barrier to 
participation in any sphere. 

  

 


